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A Lifetime of Holidays with
Wyndham
My name is Samantha and my husband and I have been happy Wyndham
Timeshare Owners since May 2002 – we can’t believe it’s been so long! We joined because
my brother had joined while he was living in America and I had stayed in a resort in Utah
and got to experience first-hand how high quality they were.

We wanted endless travel and opportunities to stay in top resorts along with the chance to
exchange Credits to see the world. We have always traveled a lot and this seemed like the
perfect opportunity for us to always make sure we always have a holiday to look forward to.
The fact that the Credits are ongoing means we can pass it onto our children now and that’s
one of the best benefits.

All our photos are from
different WorldMark holidays we’ve
had over the years because all of
them have been amazing. They are
memorable in different ways
because of the different locations
and people we have been with.

We have stayed in so many of the resorts – Denarau Island, Port Stephens, Flynns Beach,
Kirra Beach, Golden Beach, Pokolbin Hill, Ballarat, Sydney and Utah USA. We have even
exchanged Credits to use in Paris, Normandy region in France and in Turkey. Despite
seeing a lot of them, there are still so many more to cross off our list and so many more to
re-visit again. I love hearing about new WorldMark resorts as it just gives me the taste and
excitement to plan something else.
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Some of our holidays were taken before we had children, and now we take our 3 beautiful children with
us. Some holidays we have traveled with my parents, my husband’s parents and our friends as we like
to share the beautiful resorts with them. It is wonderful for us now to have the absolute pleasure in
teaching our kids the beauty of travelling and seeing and experiencing what is outside their normal
world. I have grown up with travel in my family from when I was born. My father (and late Mother) are
WorldMark Owners and I’m also a co-owner with my brother in the American WorldMark Club.

Each WorldMark property is as brilliant as you can imagine – 5 star everything. We haven’t had a bad
or even average stay in any of them. They have all exceeded our expectations and the staff are always
their most helpful and friendly. Hopefully I can experience the Port Douglas Resort and report back on
what is my absolute passion – travelling and letting people know what they will experience when they
are there.
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Here is my husband and I at the
stunning Wyndham Resort Denarau Island.
This was the last day of our holiday and we
didn’t want to get out of the warm, sparkling
and relaxing pool. We took our best friends
along with us who had their 1 year old son and I
was pregnant with our twins at the time. I’d
never been so relaxed as I was here. We hired
a car and drove around the coast, did a
day snorkeling trip, sat by the pool bar, swam,
slept, shopped at the markets and enjoyed our
time together before our 2 little babies arrived.

This photo was taken in Paris at Christmas
time. We exchanged Credits to stay at a resort
in Paris and the Club Royal Regency resort in
Vincennes became available.
We couldn’t have asked for anything better. To
experience Christmas in Europe is amazing
enough, but in Paris it was magical.

This photo is of me at an ice-rink that was put up for the Christmas activities and was just around
the corner from our resort. The streets were dripping with fairy lights and decorations and it was just
as you see on the TV with winter coats, beanies, gloves, warm restaurants and energy.
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We also stayed in Turkey at the Club Patara
Resort in Kalkan. We went with our very close
friends and they stayed with us in our
apartment. The fun in travelling there was
unbelievable and the resort was nothing short
of breathtaking. It was hard to leave the resort
because of the beauty that was there. The
locals were so friendly and welcoming and the
food was delicious. It’s one of my most
favourite places in the world.

Then there is the majestic
Ramada Resort Ballarat. By
far one of the most interesting
and gorgeous WorldMark
resorts. We went to
Melbourne to visit my Uncle
who was 96 at the time and it
was a couple of hours drive
from Ballarat. We were happy
to do the drive just to stay
there again.

My children absolutely loved discovering the resort with the corridors, stairs, grounds (with
horses), playground and everything it had to offer. We had a huge 3 bedroom apartment which
could have fit another family in there. The town of Ballarat was a short drive away with lots to
discover.
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1. LOCATION: With 28 locations across Australia, New Zealand, Fiji
and Thailand.
2. SEASON: The high, shoulder and low seasons reflect how
popular our resorts are at certain times of the year.
3. DAYS: Which days of the week you’ll specifically want to
spend on holiday.
4. ROOM: The type of room that you and your partner or family
require.
Once you’ve worked out how many Vacation Credits you’ll need for
your chosen holiday, you can always save or borrow some - it’s all
about providing the flexibility you’ll need to have the best holiday
possible. But that’s still just barely scratching the surface of what
Wyndham Timeshare Ownership can offer.

To celebrate my 40th birthday, we stayed at Wyndham Sydney Suites. Although we live in Sydney,
we love staying here for special occasions and the kids are thrilled at the chance to look around the
city. We had 3 nights staying in the Presidential Suite and wow, is it amazing. The girls even got out
of Kindy for a day which was special for them. We like to have a little drive around the suburbs we
don’t usually visit and we found this tree out the front of someone’s house that just looked like it
needed the leaves thrown around! Our kids had so much fun and this was one of the highlights for
them – being able to act a little crazy on a warm Autumn day. You can tell by the looks on their faces
how much fun they had.

Visit www.wyndhamtimeshare.com.au/ to find out more!

You should refer to the Product Disclosure Statement for more detailed information about the
product.
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